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Abstract
Head-related transfer function (HRTF) individualization can improve the perception of binaural sound. The interaural
time difference (ITD) of the HRTF is a relevant cue for sound localization, especially in azimuth. Therefore,
individualization of the ITD is likely to result in better sound spatial localization. A study of ITD has been conducted
from a perceptual point of view using data from individual HRTF measurements and subjective perceptual tests. Two
anthropometric dimensions have been demonstrated in relation to the ITD, predicting the subjective behavior of
various subjects in a perceptual test. With this information, a method is proposed to individualize the ITD of a generic
HRTF set by adapting it with a scale factor, which is obtained by a linear regression formula dependent on the two
previous anthropometric dimensions. The method has been validated with both objective measures and another
perceptual test. In addition, practical regression formula coefficients are provided for fitting the ITD of the generic
HRTFs of the widely used Brüel & Kjær 4100 and Neumann KU100 binaural dummy heads.
Keywords: HRTF, ITD, Spatial sound, Individualization, Anthropometric parameters, Perceptual test, Binaural dummy
head

1 Introduction
Head-related transfer functions (HRTFs) describe the
influence that acoustic signals arriving at the eardrum
undergo due to the human head, torso and pinnae [1]. The
HRTF can then be applied to generate binaural sound and
are of particular interest for use in virtual and augmented
reality. While the HRTFs of most humans share many
similarities, a close examination reveals differences determined primarily by disparities in the subjects’ body shape
and size. These morphology-dependent differences play
an important role in accurate spatial location and perception. Only the use of our own HRTF can result in realistic
and accurate binaural audio, as has been demonstrated in
several experiments [2].
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An individual HRTF reduce classic perceptual problems
such as front-to-back confusion, erroneous perception of
elevation, inaccuracy in the general localization of sound
sources, lack of sound externalization or inside-the-head
effect [3–7]. All of these perceptual problems can be eliminated by using the listener’s individual HRTF or can also
be improved with an HRTF tailored to that of the individual [2, 5, 8–10]. Individual HRTF can be obtained
by directly measuring the individual’s response or synthesizing it from an accurate 3D model of the subject’s
morphology [11, 12], but these methods remain complex or depend on other technologies such as 3D scanners. Another approach is to individualize by adapting
the HRTF or some of its parameters. An introduction to
HRTF individualization techniques and approaches can
be found in [13, 14].
The interaural time difference (ITD) was originally
described in the duplex theory by Lord Rayleigh [15] as
a relevant cue for localization and has been found to be
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an important factor of individualization specially for low
frequency and azimuth localization [16, 17].
Different studies has been carried out in the past to
model or estimate the ITD. Many of them present a model
to calculate the ITD based on anthropometric dimensions. Woodworth [18] introduced one of the earliest
models, based on the sound pressure transmission on the
surface of a rigid sphere. Later, Kuhn [19] presented a
more accurate model specific for lower frequencies. Other
authors introduced elevation dependence to refine the
previous models, as Larcher and Jot [20] and the simpler extension of Woodworth model by Savioja et al. [21].
Algazi et al. [22] proposed an average head radius formula
to improve the use of the previous models, based on the
head width, depth and height.
There are other models that take into account more
anthropometric details or that approach to the problem from different perspectives and techniques. Busson
[23] consider the elevation and ear position dependency,
Algazi et al. [24] include in their model the shoulder
reflection, whereas Duda [25] and Bomhardt [26] propose
geometrical ellipsoid models. Different analysis tools are
employed in [27–29], which apply the principle component analysis (PCA) including head and torso dimensions,
or in Zhong [30] that based their study on spherical
harmonic basis functions. Similarly, Zhong [31] applies
spatial Fourier analysis and multiple regression and Katz
[12] derived the ITD by boundary element method calculations of the HRTF. Other preceding works [32, 33]
explore, as in this study, the possibility of scaling ITD
values to adapt them to the individual, but these studies
concentrate on objective measures and objective checking
of the results.
In this work, a perceptual approach is considered for
the study of the ITD. There is an interesting and related
previous work by Lindau [34] that seeks the adaptation of
ITD through a real-time perceptual test. Algazi [3] also
uses a perceptual criterion to explore elevation localization considering ITD among other cues. In this paper we
present a practical and effective method to adapt the ITD
of a generic HRTF by scaling, taking into account a couple of anthropometric measurements of the individual.
Beyond other work on ITD scaling [32, 33] the different
approach proposed in this paper shows new perceptual
data and analysis that corroborates some of the claims on
these previous studies from a different perspective, and as
an exclusive contribution, it provides a perceptual test that
validates the results demonstrating that the method works
when applied to its intended end use. The work is structured as follows: in Section 2 an exploratory test is carried out to investigate the relationships between objective
and anthropometric measurements with the perception of
scaled versions of the ITD. Then, thanks to the conclusions of the perceptual test, in Section 3 a method for the
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prediction of an individual ITD scaling factor is proposed
to adapt the ITD of a general HRTF to the individual. In
Section 4 new measurements and another perceptual test
are presented to validate the predicted results. Finally in
Section 5 the conclusions are summarized.

2 Exploratory perceptual test
This section presents the test aimed at collecting the data
necessary to find and establish the relationship between
the objective and anthropometric measurements and the
subject’s ITD from a perceptual point of view. As the
greatest variations of ITD occur at azimuth angles, the
measurements and the perceptual test were focused on
the horizontal plane.
2.1 Methods

To carry out this experiment, first the following measurements were performed:
1) The HRTF of 2 dummy heads and 21 subjects in the
horizontal plane every 5◦ .
2) Various anthropometric measurements of the
subjects and the dummies.
Once these data had been obtained:
3) Different objective parameters were calculated from
the measured HRTFs.
4) The ITD of the HRTF of the dummies as well as that
of the subjects were artificially modified and
5) used to perform a perceptual test on the 21 subjects,
aimed to analyze the accuracy of source localization.
6) The relationship between the objective data and the
localization results of this test was analyzed.
Each of these steps is described in more detail in the following subsections, with the reasoning for their utility and
the procedures used.
2.1.1 Measurements and processing

Head-related impulse responses (HRIR) measurements
were performed in a dedicated measurement room and
loudspeaker system, with miniature microphones inserted
into the ear with blocked-ear canal condition. A more
detailed description of this measurement system set-up
and its characteristics can be found in [35, 36]. The resulting measurements include the HRIRs of the horizontal
plane of each subject with 5◦ of resolution (72 different angles of incidence of the sound), with a high degree
of position precision thanks to the use of laser pointers.
Besides, two dummy heads were also measured in the
same conditions and their HRTFs employed in the experiment, the widely used and known Brüel & Kjær 4100 [37,
38] and Neumann KU100 [39, 40].
The original measurements were actually binaural room
impulse responses (BRIR), as they were measured in a
not fully anechoic room, but a processing of these mea-
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surements was done to partially remove the reflections
of the room and reduce the room effects. The method
for the processing of the measurements is a variation of
the frequency-dependent windowing [41], also referred to
as frequency-dependant truncation [42] for the specific
case of removing reflections of impulse responses. Similar use of time-frequency windowing is found in previous
works using two temporal windows [43, 44], one for high
frequencies and other for low frequencies. For this experiment, eight half-Hanning time windows were used, which
allowed to remove reflections in the mid-high frequencies
with higher resolution. The quasi HRTFs obtained were
used to determine some objective individual parameters.
Figure 1 illustrates the measurement process of two of the
subjects.
Individual headphone transfer function (HpTF)
responses of the reference headphone model Sennheiser
HD800 were also measured for each subject participant
in the perceptual test. The mean of five repositioned measurements was employed to generate individual inverse
filters to compensate the response of the reference headphones used in the test. These filters were obtained with
an automatic regularized method [45], which produces
perceptually better equalization than the regularized
inverse method with a fixed factor.
2.1.2 Anthropometric measurements

Two morphological dimensions were measured for each
subject, the intertragus distance and the perimeter of
the head. Measurements on real people with different
head shapes make it necessary to establish some kind of
reference points to achieve comparable and repeatable
measures.
The intertragus distance describes the separation
between the entrances of the ear canals. This measure was
extracted from scaled pictures of each subject [10]. The
photographs were taken under controlled light conditions,
including reference elements for scaling the dimensions.
In addition, the different subjects were photographed

Fig. 1 Example of BRIR measurement and microphone inside the ear detail
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wearing a swimming cap to ensure that the hair did not
occlude the measurement points. To avoid possible lens
distortions, the camera was calibrated using the Matlab Computer Vision Toolbox (Camera calibrator App)
[46]. To verify that the procedure worked correctly, prior
checks were made by measuring directly with a head
caliper, resulting in an accuracy and repeatability of +/− 3
mm.
The perimeter of the head appears in many studies as
a relevant anthropometric dimension for the ITD, but its
definition is not always clear or practical. Some studies
give loose head perimeter definitions [47, 48], while other
have a too specific measure but not a practical approximation [26]. So, three different head perimeter measurements were done to explore a practical, repeatable
and specific measure. They were labeled as perim_head1
(through the highest point of the forehead and just above
the ears), perim_head2 (over the eyebrows and just above
the ears), and perim_head3 (over the eyes and the ears).
See Fig. 2 and Table 1.
2.1.3 Extraction of objective parameters

The following objective parameters were measured or
extracted from the processed BRIR measurements:
- Calculation of the ITD:
There are different methods for calculating or estimating the ITD, which are usually classified into three
families: Onset threshold detection, cross-correlation and
group delay estimation between the signal of the two
ears. An extensive review and comparison between these
different methods and some variants can be found in [49].
As this experiment is planned from a perceptual point of
view, the selected method to estimate the ITD should be
perceptually oriented. The first onset threshold detection
method with a threshold of − 30 dB, applied on 300–
3000 Hz band pass filtered HRIRs, was employed here
to estimate the ITD. The band-pass filter allows to suppress the high frequency contributions of the pinnae in
the HRIR, and to avoid possible unwanted low frequency
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Fig. 2 Anthropometric measurements performed on the subjects: intertragus_distance, perim_head1, perim_head2, and perim_head3

fluctuations due to reflections not completely eliminated
in the measured BRIR. A threshold of − 30 dB provides
high accuracy in the detection of local HRIR maximums,
while ensuring homogeneous estimates between different subject measurements. According to previous studies
[50], the chosen method closely resembles the perceptually most relevant method to calculate the ITD. The
HRIRs were previously upsampled to 96 kHz in order to
have a higher resolution in the calculation of the ITD
and its subsequent manipulations. Figure 3 shows the
calculated ITD of the 21 subjects who took part in the
perceptual test.
- Calculation of the ILD: Although this perceptual study
explores the ITD, the interaural level difference (ILD) was
also calculated for all subjects. The ILD objective values were examined in relation with the perceptual results.
Equation 1 defines the ILD


HL (f , φ)


ILD(f , φ) = 20 log
HR (f , φ)

(1)

where
f is
 the frequency,
 φ is the source direction, and

HR (f , φ) and HL (f , φ) respectively denote the magnitudes of the right and left HRTFs [47].
As this cue is perceptually dependent on frequency,
ILDs were calculated for three different octave frequency

bands centered on 500 Hz, 2000 Hz and 5000 Hz, as
employed in [47].
- Calculation of the spectral distortion:
The Spectral Distortion (SD) gives an objective score of
the difference between two spectra. The SD between the
subject’s own individual HRTF and the HRTF of the two
dummy heads measured (B&K and Neumann) was calculated for each measured angle [51], and then averaged
for all source directions [47]. Equation 2 described the
calculation



 
N 
W
Hindiv (fw , φn ) 2
 1 

1


20 log 
SD =
Hdummy (fw , φn )
N
W
n=1

(2)

w=1





where Hindiv (fw , φn ) and Hdummy (fw , φn ) denote the
magnitude responses of the individual and dummy head
HRTFs, W is the number of samples of the HRTFs, N
is the number of measured azimuth directions, fw is the
frequency, and φn is the source direction.
2.1.4 ITD manipulation

Differences in the ITD are assumed to affect azimuth
localization. To investigate how these differences influence each individual, a series of scaled ITD versions of the
measured HRTFs were presented to them.

Table 1 Summary of anthropometric measurement data [mm]
Intertragus distance

perim_head1

perim_head2

perim_head3

145

565

555

555

Neumann KU100

155

612

610

617

Mean subjects

150

573

574

548

Max subjects

175

605

605

590

Min subjects

131

544

539

505

Std subjects

11.5

15.4

17.7

20.2

B&K 4100
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Fig. 3 ITD of the 21 participants measured for the exploratory
perceptual test. Radial units are in ms

The original ITD of the two dummy heads and each
subject were calculated from the processed and upsampled quasi HRIRs, with an onset detection method and a
perceptual criterion, as said above. Then, scaled versions
of these original ITD were calculated proportionally to
− 15%, − 12%, − 9%, − 6%, − 3%, 0%, 3%, 6%, 9%, 12%,
15% (which is the same as 0.85, 0.88, 0.91, 0.94, 0.97, 1,
1.03, 1.06, 1.09, 1.12, 1.15 scale factors) for the two dummy
heads, and − 6%, − 3%, 0%, 3%, 6% (which is the same
as 0.94, 0.97, 1, 1.03, 1.06 scale factors) for each individual HRTF. Figure 4 shows the scaled ITD variations of
the dummy heads and an individual example. This limited number of scaling factors was chosen so that it would
at least cover ITD values of approximately the common
human limits. Fewer cases were used for the scaling factors applied on the individual subjects’ ITD for practical
reasons, in order to reduce perceptual testing times.
The scaled ITD variations were applied as simple delay
differences to the measured 96 kHz upsampled BRIRs
for each azimuth angle. The resulting BRIRs were then
convolved with the minimum-phase HpTF compensation filter and downsampled to 48 kHz. These BRIRs
with modified ITDs were the ones used to generate the
stimuli of the perceptual test. The employment of BRIR
instead of pure HRIR in the perceptual experiments has
been demonstrated to produce more natural experience
to the subjects under tests. This procedure of modifying the ITD in BRIR has been tested in other studies [34]
without any subject being able to reliably discriminate
the reconstructed responses from the originals, in addition to showing robustness and results subjectively free of
artifacts.

Fig. 4 Scaled ITD of the two dummy heads and one individual
example, presented in the exploratory perceptual test. Radial units are
in ms
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2.1.5 Exploratory perceptual test description

The objective of the perceptual test was to evaluate the
individual subjective localization in relation to ITD variations. Scaled ITD variations of two dummy heads and own
individual BRIRs were presented by headphones to each
subject participant in the test. They were asked to locate
virtual sound sources in the horizontal plane, with the aid
of stickers indicating the angles in the test room as spatial
reference.
The different stimuli presented to the subjects depend
on the following characteristics:
- Type of dummy: three BRIR sets were employed with
each subject, from the measurements on the two dummy
heads (Brüel & Kjær 4100 and Neumann KU100) and from
the own individual.
- ITD variations: the ITDs of the BRIRs were modified as
previously described, resulting in eleven scaled versions
for the dummy heads and five scaled versions for the own
individual BRIRs (see Fig. 4).
- Angles: To avoid a large number of angles that would
extend the duration of the test, the subjects were assumed
to have symmetrical perception on their left and right
sides. Then, symmetrical angles to the median plane were
used and treated afterwards as a single position. In previous informal tests, this procedure was found to facilitate
the natural use of the space by the subjects and to improve
the position of the subjects with respect to the visual reference scale. Six different angles on the horizontal plane
were chosen for the study: 0◦ , 20◦ , 40◦ , 60◦ , 75◦ , and 90◦ .
Considering the symmetrical criterion, these angles of
study could randomly become 0◦ , 340◦ , 320◦ , 300◦ , 285◦ ,
and 270◦ in reproduction.
- Type of sound: Three different excerpts of sound were
used. Guitar, female voice and pink noise. The guitar
sound (5 s) was chosen because it was composed by various impulsive sounds, while retaining enough bass content. On the other hand, the female voice (15 s) consisted
partly of long sung vocalizations. These two excerpts simulate acoustic sounds that each subject had previously
experienced. By contrast, the pink noise (4 s) was a broadband artificial sound.
Taking into account all the previous characteristics, the
total number of stimuli presented to each subject was:
(11ITDvariations × 2 BRIRdummy + 5 ITDvariations
× 1 BRIRindividual ) × 6 angles × 3 sounds = 486 stimuli
These stimuli with all characteristics combined were
presented randomly to each subject.
A head-tracker was implemented to be used during the
test. It was based on an Arduino device and the BNO055
sensor, according to [52]. A real time software reproduction responsive to the head-tracker, was also implemented
for the test. The signals for all azimuth positions (each 5◦ ,
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72 positions) were pre-rendered for each stimuli sound,
then they were reproduced in the specific angle directions
chosen for the test. The custom real time software reproduction crossfaded the renderings of each five degree
angle position, showing a smooth and undetectable spatial interpolation [53]. The performing of the test was
done in the same room and position of the measurement process. This made it possible to use as a visual
reference the same set of loudspeakers used for the measurements. The head-tracking along with the coherence
between the virtual sounds and the acoustic of the room,
allowed excellent externalization, as has been previously
demonstrated [54, 55]. The perceptual effect was so good
that all participants came to believe that at least some of
the sounds were reproduced by the loudspeakers, many of
them even believed that all the sounds were reproduced
by the loudspeakers, although this detail was not the focus
of study.
A simple GUI was also made for subjects to annotate
the answered angles and control the perceptual test in a
double-blind manner. Each stimulus was looped with a 1s pause until a response was chosen, and the play and stop
controls were also available to the participant. To ensure
that each subject understood the task and was familiar
with the environment, the graphical user interface and the
procedure, a brief training introduction was conducted.
The angle reference stickers were attached to the
same loudspeaker array used for the measurement. Each
speaker was labeled with the number of degrees as seen
from the measurement and test position. All stimuli were
judged looking to 0◦ . The same lasers used during the
measurements were employed to assure the correct reference position during the test. The head-tracker used
for real-time reproduction was also employed to check
the subjects face pointing direction, so the stimuli could
be judged always looking to 0◦ . To avoid problems with
angular positions outside the subject’s field of vision, each
participant was instructed to act as follows: If the stimulus
appears to sound within the field of vision while looking at 0◦ , simply note the angle of the chosen (apparent)
sound source. If the stimulus seems to sound out of the
field of vision while looking at 0◦ , raise one arm pointing to the sound source and then turn your head to check
the visual reference angle you are pointing at. Then, to
avoid the possible mismatch between listening at the 0◦
angle and listening oriented towards the tested angle, the
real time playback was limited to the ±10◦ arc around
0◦ , so that when a subject rotated the head beyond this
limitation the playback was muted, returning when the
subject faced an angle around 0◦ reference angle. This
procedure made it possible to take advantage of the headtracking reproduction and preserve the integrity of the
perceptual task. Pictures of the performing can be seen
in Fig. 5.
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Outlier responses were detected with the generalized
extreme Studentized deviate test (generalized ESD) [56] in
nine subjects, two of them responded with two extreme
answers and the remaining seven with only one. The
detected outlier responses were replaced by the mean of
the rest of the responses that shared the same characteristics (dummy head and ITD variation). This was done with
the aim of minimally disturbing the statistics and further
analysis.
2.2.2 Analysis of the results and discussion

Fig. 5 Subjects performing the ITD variations perceptual test

Twenty-one people participated in the experiment, six
women and fifteen men, ages 20 to 41 years (mean 29.23,
median 27). The entire procedure included a pre-session
to measure each individual and the actual perception test
was conducted over other days. To ensure that results are
not affected by hearing fatigue, the test was divided into
four sessions of about twenty minutes, and performed in
two different days. Each day consisted of two sessions
separated by a fifteen-minute break.
2.2 Results and discussion of the exploratory test
2.2.1 Outlier responses treatment

Due to the difficulty of the task, the long duration of the
test and possible distractions of the subjects, an outlier
treatment was performed over the answers of each subject
to avoid extreme responses values that can spoil the statistical analysis. This intra-subject outlier treatment was
applied to the mean value of the standard deviation of
the answers, for each ITD variation presented for each
dummy head. In this way, it is possible to detect an outlier response compared to others in the same conditions
(dummy head and ITD variation).

Due to the individual characteristics of the HRTF and
therefore of the ITD, simple analysis with subjects’ aggregated results are not useful here. What a divergence
error in the answered angles may mean for one subject,
for another could have a different meaning. Differences
between subjects should be maintained and taken into
account during the analysis.
Besides, difficulties in the perceptual evaluation of
HRTFs and the analysis of the data had been previously
reported [57, 58]. These reveal that the interdependence
of the perceptual cues and the effect of the learning process of the subjects during the perceptual test, make the
object of study, that is, the perception of the subject, a
characteristic not static but dynamic. The dynamic behavior can affect the degree of repeatability of the subject’s
answers [59] and includes the possible effect of supernormal cues [60].
Because of the individual and dynamic characteristics
of the subjects, instead of discarding subjects with less
accuracy in their responses, it is interesting to study
the behavior of the subjects according to their precision.
Each subject have a different HRTF and each of them
will perceive and locate the stimuli in different positions.
The individual perception is always correct, regardless of
the error in their answers or the difficulty of the proposed task. So, no inter-subject outlier treatment was
done based on the error (accuracy) of their answers, but a
classification of subjects based on the standard deviation
(precision) of their response errors. This classification can
explain different subjective characteristics: the reliability
of the subject performing the test, their adaptation ability,
and can also be influenced by the degree of difference of
their own HRTFs with respect to the tested ones. Given
that the number of samples (subjects and their responses)
provided by the test is limited to make a model with a
continuous variable (standard deviation), it has been considered better to use a discretization in natural groups
(cluster) using a clustering algorithm. The clustering also
allows to compare the subjective behavior of the different
subjects as a whole, despite their different individual perceptions. In the Fig. 6, the clustering classification of subjects can be seen, as a function of the standard deviation of
the error of their answers. Four different groups of people
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Fig. 6 Clustering of the subjects based on the standard deviation of the error of their answers

arise using a k-means clustering with Calinski-Harabasz
evaluation criterion [61]. Group 1, with a lower mean
standard deviation, have a very robust behavior, while
group 4, with higher mean standard deviation, shows a
less reliable performance. Higher standard deviation values are probably found in subjects with greater differences
between the tested HRTF and their own, which could also
be understood as greater morphological differences. The
possible effect of the learning process was not studied, and
an attempt was made to disperse its incidence as statistical noise by randomizing the angles presented to each
subject. The clustering classification was included in the
subsequent multivariable analysis as another parameter,
because it reflects a subjective behavior that enables the
different subjects to be directly related to each other.
Before attempting to build a model, we studied the
relationship between subjective and objective measures.
For this purpose, we use Spearman’s rank correlation
coefficient, which provides information on the degree of
monotonic relationship between different variables and
is appropriate for detecting associations (linear or nonlinear), being suitable for both continuous and discrete
ordinal variables. The following parameters and characteristics were taken into account:
- cluster: cluster group classification of each subject participant in the test (Fig. 6).
- Std: standard deviation of the error of the answers.
- MSE_varitd: Mean squared error (MSE) of each scaled
ITD variation (Fig. 4) with each individual actual and
measured ITD (Fig. 3).

- MSE_answers_varitd: MSE between the answered and
the target angles tested.
MSE_ild_500
Hz,
MSE_ild_2000
Hz,
and
MSE_ild_5000 Hz: MSE between the dummy heads (B&K
and Neumann) and each subject measured individual
ILDs, for the bands of one octave centered in 500 Hz,
2000 Hz and 5000 Hz.
- SpectDist: Spectral Distortion between the dummy
heads and each individual HRTFs (Eq. 2).
- perim_head1, perim_head2, and perim_head3: perimeter of each individual’s head, three different measures
(Fig. 2).
- intertragus_distance: intertragus distance of each individual’s head.
- age: Age of each participant.
Table 2 gathers Spearman’s rank correlation (SRC) coefficients of the MSE_answers_varitd variable with all the
others. The sign of the coefficient indicates the direction
of association between the two variables (positive for a
direct rank correlation and negative for an inverse one,
between +1 and −1). Thus, the variables that present a
stronger relationship are those that have a higher absolute value, and those that have a weaker relationship
are the ones that show coefficients closer to zero. In
the table the values have been ordered from highest to
lowest, with the extreme coefficients being those with
higher absolute values (higher correlation) than the central values (lower correlation). Those variables for which
the SRC relationship was not significant are marked
in the tables with a dash (−). Std and cluster have
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Table 2 Spearman rank correlation coefficients between
MSE_answers_varitd and the rest of variables
For MSE_answers_varitd

ρ

Std

0.902

cluster

0.458

MSE_ild_2000Hz

0.327

MSE_ild_5000Hz

0.244

MSE_ild_500Hz

0.230

MSE_varitd

0.185

age

0.083

perim_head3

− 0.170

intertragus_distance

− 0.205

perim_head1

− 0.227

perim_head2

− 0.259

SpectDist

-

the expected higher correlations, since these variables
depend on MSE_answers_varitd values. It is interesting
to note that SpectDist shows no significant relation with
MSE_answers_varitd, pointing that the effect of the HRTF
set is lower than other characteristics. This makes sense if
we think that the test just considered the horizontal plane
to concentrate in the perceptual exploration of interaural
differences. If a similar test were done in the sagittal plane
(height perception) it is to be expected that these variables would have a relationship with the behavior of the
subjects in the perceptual test. MSE_varitd shows a weak
relationship with MSE_answers_varitd, indicating that the
error in response accuracy does not have a monotonic
relationship with the difference in ITD. This is logical if
we consider that errors in localization can occur whether
the ITD is much larger or smaller than expected, even
for a single subject. Attending the ILD variables, we can
see that the higher frequency bands have more correlation
with MSE_answers_varitd than the lower one, especially
the band of mid frequencies, MSE_ild_2000 Hz. The predominance of the ITD in the lower frequencies and of the
ILD in the higher frequencies is a perceptual mechanism
that has been previously described [16]. One of the interesting results that arise in this analysis is the relationship
with the anthropometric measurements, perimeter of the
head and intertragus distance. Of the three head perimeter measurements, perim_head2 gives a higher correlation
value (in absolute value), proving to be the most robust
and stable measurement of the perimeter.
A similar analysis is performed between the variable
cluster and the rest of the features and can be seen in
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Table 3. The coefficients presented here corroborate the
results obtained with the previous table, in this case based
on the discretized precision behavior of the subjects. Std
and MSE_answers_varitd have the expected higher correlations, because they are related subjective variables.
MSE_ild_2000Hz and perim_head2 are again observed as
the most influencing objective variables. SpectDist and
MSE_varitd show here no significant monotonic relation
with cluster, confirming the trend of the previous table
results. Variable age shows a higher correlation with cluster than with MSE_answers_varitd, suggesting that age is
not related to the accuracy of the subjects’ responses, but
perhaps to their precision.
Summarizing the essential, in the evaluation of the perception of scaled variations of ITD an additional dependence is observed with the ILD (especially with the one
octave band around 2000Hz) and a clear relation appears
with the anthropometric parameters perimeter of the
head (perim_head2) and intertragus distance.
The detected relationship of the subjects’ perceptual
answers with the anthropometric parameters intertragus_distance and perim_head2 is quite significant as it
directly relates subjective data to objective and easily
observable measures. Furthermore, a decision tree classification was done for the cluster variable. A decision tree is
a simple method to construct a linear piecewise function
that can be used to model nonlinear relationships. The
result depicted in Fig. 7 shows that the clustering of subjects can be mostly explained by using just the variables
perim_head2 and intertragus_distance together as predictors: with only two decisions it explains the clustering of
62% of all cases, confirming also the previous correlation
values. It is interesting to point out that these findings
are related to other studies [10, 34, 62, 63] in which similar anthropometric measures have also been identified as
Table 3 Spearman rank correlation coefficients between cluster
and the rest of variables
For cluster

ρ

Std

0.534

MSE_answers_varitd

0.458

MSE_ild_2000Hz

0.316

age

0.292

MSE_ild_5000Hz

0.178

MSE_ild_500Hz

0.119

perim_head3

− 0.282

intertragus_distance

− 0.336

perim_head1

− 0.419

perim_head2

− 0.487

MSE_varitd

-

SpectDist

-
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Fig. 7 Decision tree that classifies the subjective perception of the subjects with the objective measurements intertragus_distance and perim_head2

possible influential parameters of the perception of the
ITD and also of the general HRTF.
A key result of the previously described experiment
is the apparent randomness with which some participants rated their own measurements. This behavior has
been previously observed in other studies. In [59], the
repeatability and hence reliability (or lack thereof ) of
HRTF ratings is discussed, and in [58] they also found
that individual measurements may not necessarily be the
optimal when considering the more general requirements
of good spatial audio reproduction beyond localization.
These problems in the study of HRTF perception may
be influenced by at least two reasons: super-normal cues
may be acting for some people as a reinforcement for the
location of some spatial positions [60], and the timbre
variation of a different set of HRTF may be more pleasant
for some people than the timbre of their own HRTF [58],
or even enhance their listening ability as if it were a hearing aid device. Besides, the effect of the adaptation and
learning ability to listen with a non-individual HRTF [64],
mixed with the above perceptual phenomena, may produce more statistical noise and bias in the results of HRTF
perception experiments.

3 Prediction of individual ITD scaling factor by
polynomial equations
As in other previous experiments, we found that individualization of ITD is possible and desirable, but letting the
subject self-adjust to its perceptual optimum would be a
difficult and time consuming task. Instead, it would be
more convenient to provide with a generic prediction that
could fit or adjust to the individual’s own HRTF. Following
the approach of Lindau [34], we can try to predict individual scaling values for the ITD, to adapt the ITD of a
particular HRTF set to the closest scaled values of each
individual’s ITD. Taking advantage of the individual measured and tested data of the exploratory test, we know that

two anthropometric measurements (intertragus_distance
and perim_head2) have a direct relation with the perception of scaled ITD variations. These can be employed to
calculate a regression formula that will produce a practical individual scaling factor based on the perimeter of the
head and the intertragus distance of the subject. Thanks
to the amount of data collected, these formulas can be
calculated on both subjective and objective criteria.
3.1 Subjective criterion

As the individual ITD scaling factors used for this calculation were obtained from the perceptual test answer data,
the regression formulas obtained in this way will in the
following be labelled as subjective criterion.
In the exploratory perceptual test, discrete scale factors were applied and evaluated. To improve the resolution of the individual scale factor, minimum error scaling
factors have been calculated for each subject, based on
a quadratic regression of the discrete scale factors and
the root mean square error (RMSE) of the answers of
each subject. Figure 8 shows the curves and minimums
obtained with this calculation for the two dummy heads
(different HRTF sets) employed in this experiment, the
Brüel & Kjær 4100 and the Neumann KU100. Table 4
shows the R-squared values of the quadratic regressions
for each subjetc and dummy. It should be noted that the
scaling of the ITD (and any other characteristic), will be
different for each HRTF set to be adapted.
As can be seen in the Fig. 8, the calculated minimums
for some of the subjects are on the bounds of the tested
range and a couple of regression curves are inverted.
These subjects’ minimums were discarded as the data are
not reliable, because we cannot know whether the scale
range was too narrow or the quadratic regression does
not correctly reflect the subject’s perception. In addition,
in order to be sure to use subjects with reliable data,
some additional subjects were discarded according to the
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Fig. 8 Minimum error scaling factors for the ITD of the two dummy heads (Brüel & Kjær 4100 and Neumann KU100) of all the subjects who
performed the exploratory perceptual test. These ITD scaling factors were used for the calculation of the polynomial equation coefficients of the
subjective criterion

following procedure: The MSE between the ITD values of
the individual and the dummy heads were calculated for
the minimum scaling factors obtained. The lowest MSE
produced by the previously discarded subjects is then
taken as the lowest reliable MSE threshold, and any subject with a higher MSE is also discarded. In total 7 subjects
were discarded for the dummy B&K and 10 for the dummy
Neumann. The remaining subjects were used to calculate
polynomial regression formulas to estimate the individual
ITD scaling factor using this subjective criterion data.
3.2 Objective criterion

In addition to the subjective data, objective individual
measures were also collected in the exploratory experi-

ment, therefore it is also possible to estimate the scaling
factors of the ITD by means of a calculation based on
objective data, which will be referred to as the objetive criterion. In this case, the scaling factor for adapting the ITD
is calculated by means of a least squares minimization,
according to Eq. 3
arg min(aβITD − γITD 2 )

(3)

a

where a is the scaling factor to be obtained, βITD are the
ITD values of the HRTF to be adapted (of both the B&K
and Neumann dummy heads) and γITD are the ITD values of the individual HRTF who wants to be adapted to

Table 4 R-squared values of quadratic regressions for calculating minimum error scaling factors, for each subject and dummy
Subject

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

B&K

0.74

0.10

0.80

0.25

0.87

0.38

0.85

0.73

0.78

0.31

0.92

0.80

0.77

0.87

0.72

0.15

0.50

0.82

0.66

0.66

0.77

Neumann

0.83

0.13

0.54

0.29

0.70

0.12

0.51

0.23

0.65

0.60

0.21

0.60

0.53

0.83

0.54

0.77

0.57

0.64

0.29

0.53

0.22
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Polynomial modeling of the scaling factors, in relation
with the variables intertragus_distance and perim_head2,
were calculated for the two different dummy heads
employed in the experiment, Brüel & Kjær 4100 and Neumann KU100. These regression formulas can be obtained
both from the scaled factors obtained with the subjective criterion (minimum localization degree errors from
answers) and the objective criterion (least squares difference between ITD measurements). Three-dimensional
polynomial regressions formulas (scaling factor, intertragus_distance and perim_head2) of second order were
obtained, in the form of the Eq. 4

each subject and dummy head. The normalized coefficients corresponding to the calculation are in Table 5.
Looking at the values of the normalized coefficients we
can see that the relative weight of the variables intertragus_distance (coefficients p10 , p20 ) and perim_head2
(coefficients p01 , p02 ) is comparable in almost all cases. It
can also be noticed that the objective criterion polynomials have a higher fitting with the data (R-squared above
0.8).
For the direct and practical calculation of the ITD scaling factor with the polynomial modeling Eq. 4, the Table 6
is presented, which lists the direct coefficients without
normalizing. With these coefficients the Eq. 4 can be
applied directly with the measured values of the intertragus and the perimeter of the head of any person, to obtain
a scale factor for the HRTF set of the dummy heads Brüel
& Kjær 4100 and Neumann KU100, and thus adapt the
ITD to the individual.

Sa (x, y) = p00 + p10 x + p01 y + p20 x2 + p11 xy + p02 y2 (4)

4 Validation measurements and perceptual test

(of all the 21 measured subjects). This provides 21 precise scaling factors for each of the dummy heads, which
will be used to calculate the regression equations with this
objective criterion.
3.3 Polynomial equation and coefficients

where Sa (x, y) is the scaling factor to apply to the ITD, pij
are the computed coefficients for each dummy head, x is
the intertragus distance and y is the perimeter of the head
of the subject (measured over the eyebrows and just above
of the ears), both in centimeters.
To improve the fitting of the polynomial modeling
equations of the subjective criterion, a weighting factor
was applied according to the precision of the subject’s
responses, that is, with the inverse of the variance of the
responses (Eq. 5)
wsub (subject, dummy) =

1
(5)
(stdmean (subject, dummy))2

where wsub is the weighting factor for the subjective criterion regression and stdmean is the average standard deviation of the answers of all the ITD variations tested, for

To check the validity of the polynomial regression
equations, new measures of BRIR and a new perceptual
test were performed. 8 new subjects who had not participated in the previous measures or exploratory perceptual
test were evaluated, and their individual ITD scaling factors were calculated with the polynomial equations.
4.1 Methods
4.1.1 Validation measurements

The measurements were performed with the same procedure as described in Section 2.1.1. The BRIR, intertragus
distance and perimeter of the head were obtained from
every subject. Their individual scaling factors were calculated with the polynomial equation (Eq. 4) and coefficients
(Table 6) and applied to adapt the ITD of the HRTF sets of
the B&K and Neumann dummy heads.

Table 5 Normalized coefficients of the polynomials, for the scaling of the ITD of the two dummy heads. x is intertragus distance and y
is the perimeter of the head (cm)
Dummy head
p00
p10
p01
p20
p11
p02
Mean x
Std x
Mean y
Std y
R-squared

Subjective criterion
B&K 4100
1.003
0.001217
0.03596
0.007302
− 0.01675
0.01467
14.96
1.038
57.46
1.585
0.6475

Objective criterion
Neumann KU100
0.9459
0.04765
− 0.01812
− 0.01264
0.03311
− 0.01118
15.32
1.477
57.6
1.843
0.5152

B&K 4100
1.002
0.01336
0.0266
− 0.009284
0.01332
− 0.01349
15.01
1.198
57.46
1.775
0.8897

Neumann KU100
0.9454
0.01272
0.02516
− 0.008905
0.01269
− 0.0128
15.01
1.198
57.46
1.775
0.8908
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Table 6 Direct application (not normalized) coefficients of the polynomials, for the scaling of the ITD of the two dummy heads
Subjective criterion

Dummy head

B&K 4100

p00
p10
p01
p20
p11
p02

Objective criterion
Neumann KU100

B&K 4100

Neumann KU100

11.72
0.3833
− 0.4959
0.006778
− 0.01018
0.005837

− 0.5277
− 0.4907
0.183
− 0.005798
0.01216
− 0.003292

−10.22
− 0.1547
0.4133
− 0.006467
0.006264
− 0.004283

− 9.705
− 0.1461
0.3919
− 0.006202
0.005966
− 0.004066

0.6475

0.5152

0.8897

0.8908

R-squared

To directly evaluate the validation measures, Table 7
shows the MSE values of the ITD adapted with the scaling
factors of the eight new subjects, both for the B&K and
Neumann dummies. In the column individual the ITD
values of each subject are compared with those of the corresponding dummy, and in the columns scaled subj and
scaled obj the scaled ITD values (subjective and objective
criteria) are compared with the ITD values of the best
possible fitting case obtained by least squares minimization (see Section 3.2). Table 7 shows how the MSE values
are lower in the scaled cases, indicating adaptation to the
individual.
Four selected examples have also been chosen to show
graphically different cases of adaptation in Fig. 9. Case a)
shows an excellent and coincident adaptation for both criteria (MSE 31.21), while cases b) and d) show very good
but slightly different adaptations for both criteria. Case
c) (subject 5B) is the only one that does not fit well with
any criteria (MSE 937.92 for subjective and 533.62 for
objective). This is logical considering that the head measurements (13.1 cm intertragus, 53.5 cm perimeter) of
this subject are the most distant from the mean of the
anthropometric values with which the fitting coefficients
were calculated (mean: 15.01 cm intertragus and 57.46 cm
perimeter).
Except for the case of subject 5B (Fig. 9 c)), in general the fitting results in lower MSE values in all cases,

with a little more precision with the objective criterion
than with the subjective criterion. This may be mainly
because the amount of data with which the coefficients
were calculated for the subjective criterion is smaller than
for the objective criterion, since the data of some subjects
were discarded for the subjective criterion, as explained in
Section 3.1.
4.1.2 Validation perceptual test

A new localization test, similar to the one in Section 2.1.5,
was conducted to perceptually evaluate the individualization of the ITD with the scaling factors. This time,
the ITD conditions tested for each dummy head (B&K
and Neumann) were: original (no ITD variation), scaled
with subjective criterion and scaled with objective criterion
adaptation individual factors. Besides, the own individual
BRIR was included for each subject. The same 6 target
angles with the same procedure, and the same 3 sounds
were used as in the previous perceptual test. The total
number of stimuli presented to each of the 8 new subjects
was: (3 ITDvariations × 2 BRIRdummy + 1 BRIRindividual ) ×
6 angles × 3 sounds × 2 repetitions = 252 stimuli.
4.2 Results and discussion of the validation test

In the same way as in Section 2.2.1, an outlier treatment
was performed on the results of this validation test. Only
one response in one subject was detected this time.

Table 7 MSE of the adapted ITD from the validation measurements. [ μs2 ]
Subject

B&K

Neumann

Individual

Scaled subj

Scaled obj

Individual

Scaled subj

Scaled obj

1B

548.48

162.02

40.13

1739.08

414.70

38.65

2B

321.06

11.89

68.37

1137.09

274.98

47.56

3B

310.66

75.81

28.24

645.10

582.67

43.11

4B

1138.58

62.43

56.48

2251.89

55.00

50.54

5B

1226.28

132.29

514.29

4179.75

937.92

533.62

6B

405.79

56.48

44.59

743.20

7.43

47.56

7B

775.90

160.53

44.60

2430.26

31.21

31.21

8B

371.60

0.02

74.32

2082.44

252.69

55.00
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Fig. 9 Four selected examples of validation measurements with scaled ITD. Radial units are in ms. a Excellent adjustment and coincident for both
subjective and objective criteria (MSE 31.21). b good adjustment for subjective criterion (MSE 252.69) and very good adjustment for objective criterion
(MSE 55.00). c Bad adjustment for both subjective (MSE 937.92) and objective criteria (MSE 533.62). d Very good adjustment and nearly coincident for
both subjective (MSE 160.53) and objective criteria (MSE 44.60)

The direct results of the answers can be seen in Figs. 10
(subjects 1B to 4B) and 11 (subjects 5B to 8B). In general, there is an overall improvement in localization where
an adapted ITD was used, both with the subjective and
objective criterion equations.
Table 8 also shows the MSE values of the validation perceptual test responses. The MSE values were calculated
between the answered angles and the simulated target
angles for each case and subject. The lower the MSE,
the more correct the answers. It is observed that in general the MSE values for the individual own case are quite
low, and that the scaled dummy values tend to be lower

than those obtained for the original dummy cases, thus
showing improvement in localization.
A special behavior is observed in subjects 2B and
6B, whose results show seemingly random inaccurate
responses to their individual own BRIR, with little or no
improvement in localization in the scaled ITD cases with
respect to the original dummy cases. This behavior was
also observed in the exploratory perceptual test, as discussed in Section 2.2.2. In addition, subject 5B shows no
clear improvement in localization in the scaled ITD cases,
which is consistent with the poor fit of the objective ITD
measurement shown in Fig. 9.
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Fig. 10 Results of the validation perceptual test with individually scaled ITD. Subjects 1B to 4B. The abscissa is the simulated azimuth direction and
the ordinate is the listener’s perceived direction, both in degrees. The area of each plotted circle is proportional to the number of listener’s responses

The described and validated method can be generalized
to adapt the ITD of any HRTF by scaling it to any other
person. Using a large enough collection of HRTF measurements, the calculation of the individual ITD scaling factor
according to the objective criterion can be employed, and
ITD scaling equations could then be obtained for any
HRTF set contained in the collection. Besides, the adaptation problems found in one subject (subject 5B) of the

validation group and possibly in other cases with more
extreme anthropometric values could be mitigated by
using a larger and more diverse set of data.
This study was conducted considering only sound
source positions in the horizontal plane, because in this
way the complexity and duration of the listening tests was
reduced and because the largest ITD variations occur in
azimuth. There are other studies [32, 33] that consider
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Fig. 11 Results of the validation perceptual test with individually scaled ITD. Subjects 5B to 8B. The abscissa is the simulated azimuth direction and
the ordinate is the listener’s perceived direction, both in degrees. The area of each plotted circle is proportional to the number of listener’s responses

objective scaling with a single scaling factor for all points
on the sphere around the listener, so it is to be expected
that the results obtained here generalize well to any listening direction. However, in the study presented here,
verification has only been performed for positions in the
horizontal plane.

5 Conclusions
This paper presents a study of the perception of ITD with
the aim of finding a method of individualization.
An exploratory experiment has been developed and carried out to evaluate the perceptual effect of proportional
scaled ITD inserted in different HRTF sets. Real BRIRs
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Table 8 MSE of the answers of the validation perceptual test
Subject

Individual own

B&K

Neumann

Original

Scaled subj

Scaled obj

Original

Scaled subj

Scaled obj

1B

9.72

29.17

21.53

8.33

40.28

20.83

10.42

2B

112.50

59.72

68.75

56.94

42.36

84.72

66.67

3B

9.72

98.61

21.53

15.97

98.61

83.33

13.89

4B

7.64

54.86

30.56

16.67

63.19

18.06

19.44

5B

19.44

71.53

69.44

66.67

84.72

93.06

61.81

6B

38.89

36.81

41.67

34.72

72.22

26.39

37.50

7B

10.42

47.92

34.72

31.94

65.28

25.69

21.53

8B

18.06

54.86

33.33

33.33

90.97

40.28

38.19

have been measured and anthropometric measurements
performed to obtain objective data to be included in the
analysis along with the subjective results. Two dummy
heads’ HRTFs have been tested with scaled variations of
ITD as well as individual measured HRTFs.
Two important outcomes of this preliminary test were
found: (1) The dispersion of the responses (the standard
deviation of the error of the answers, which indicates the
precision of each subject), has been found to have a significant relation with the anthropometric measurements
of intertragus distance and perimeter of the head. (2) In
addition, this perimeter of the head has been defined in a
specific and practical way, out of three different manners
of measuring the head perimeter.
With this data, a method is proposed to individualize
the ITD of a generic HRTF by scaling it. By relating those
two anthropometric dimensions to the ITD scale factor
that produces a minimum error for each subject, an individual ITD scale factor can be predicted for other subjects
by polynomial regression, and only with their intertragus
distance and head perimeter. This polynomial is specific
to each set of HRTF to be adapted, and can be calculated
from objective measurements or subjective responses of a
group of subjects.
The ITD scale factors calculated with the proposed
method were validated by means of objective measures as
well as another perceptual test, providing specific data on
its performance.
The polynomial equations for the individual ITD scale
of two widely used dummy heads (the Brüel & Kjær 4100
and the Neuman KU100) have been estimated and their
coefficients are provided for practical use.
The proposed method is effective and pragmatically
applicable, and combines the use of only two simple and
straightforward anthropometric measurements, having
been verified by a perceptual test.
As future work, a bigger and more diverse collection
of HRTF data could be used to improve the accuracy of
the polynomial equations, and in addition more anthropometric measurements could be explored to increase the

number of dimensions of the polynomials and use them to
extend the scaling to three-dimensional ITD values.
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